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Introduction

For more than five decades, the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) have been 
immersed in their task of addressing internal security problems and mitigating the 
impact of the regular onslaught of natural calamities. While the primary mandate 
of the AFP is to secure the sovereignty of the state and prepare for external de-
fence, they cannot move forward due to several systemic challenges like political, 
economic, social, and security constraints.

Location

The Republic of the Philippines is an archipelago in the West Pacific Ocean. Officially, 
it is part of Southeast Asia, and one of the member states of the Association of the 
Southeast Asian Nations or ASEAN. It is bounded in the north by Taiwan, in the east 
by the Pacific Ocean, in the south by the Celebes Sea, Malaysia, and Indonesia, and 
in the west by the South China Sea or the West Philippine Sea. 

Historical Milestones

The Pre-colonial Period. Recent scientific findings reveal that humans inhabited the 
Philippines through the small-bodied hominin named Homo luzonensis, who lived 
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on the island of Luzon at least 50,000 to 67,000 years ago.1 Evidence shows that in 
the 12th century Malays from Borneo migrated to the Philippines. In the 14th century, 
Islam was introduced to the archipelago. Some evidence also indicates that there 
was a dynamic business connection between the early Philippine inhabitants and 
Chinese people. Archaeologists found a deposit of Chinese ceramics, shells, and an-
imal bones alongside human burials form approximately 1000 A.D.2

The Spanish Period (1521–1898). In 1521, Ferdinand Magellan, a  Portuguese 
working for the King of Spain, accidentally reached the Philippine Islands while 
looking for the Spice Islands. Although his voyage proved that the world was round 
as his contingent circumnavigated the earth by reaching the same point while 
sailing continuously westward, Magellan was not able to claim the credit because 
he was killed by one of the natives popularly known as Lapu-lapu in the Philippines. 
Spain colonized the archipelago for 377 years and named it the Philippines after the 
Spanish King Phillip II. 

The American Period (1898–1945). Through the Treaty of Paris, Spain ceded the 
Philippines to the United States in 1898. The Philippine-American War broke out in 
1899 and eventually ended in 1902. From 1937 to 1941, President Manuel Quezon 
welcomed the Jews who escaped from the Holocaust in Europe by issuing 10,000 
visas. Being under the protectorate of the United States, the Philippines joined the 
Second World War against Japan that resulted in the death of 900,000 civilians, 
57,000 Filipino soldiers, and 15,000 US servicemen in the Philippines alone. 

Post-World War II (1946–1986). With a difference of only one vote, the US Con-
gress decided to grant the Philippines its independence in 1946; however, the two 
countries continued to have a warm relationship by forging a Mutual Defence Treaty 
in 1951. With this treaty, the Philippines sent troops to Korea from 1950 to 1955, sent 
security and medical personnel to Vietnam from 1964 to 1968, and troops to Iraq as 
part of the ‘Coalition of the Willing.’ 

Contemporary Philippines (1987–Present). After the Marcos era, President 
Corazon Aquino became President; however, her presidency was marred by nine 
coup d’état attempts. In 1992, the Philippine Congress decided to discontinue the 
military presence of the United States in the Philippines with the vote of 12 to 11. 
The Philippines requested the United States to withdraw from the Subic Bay naval 
base by the end of 1992, ending a  vast American military presence which began 
with the capture of the islands from Spain in 1898.3 To continue the US-Philip-
pine military engagement, the two countries inked the RP-US Enhanced Defence 
Cooperation Agreement in 2014.

1 M. Greshko, M. Wei-Haas, ‘New species of ancient human discovered in the Philippines,’ Na-
tional Geographic, 11 April 2019, https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/new-
species-ancient-human-discovered-luzon-philippineshomoluzonensis#:~:text=The%20
small%2Dbodied%20hominin%2C%20named,ancient%20and%20more%20advanced%20
features [accessed: 10.03.2021].

2 E. Bacus, The Archaeology of the Philippine Archipelago, Southeast Asia: From Prehistory to History, 
ed. I. Glover, Psychology Press, East Sussex 2004, p. 270.

3 D.E. Sanger, ‘Philippines Orders U.S. to Leave Strategic Navy Base at Subic Bay’, New York Times, 28 
December 1991, https://www.nytimes.com/1991/12/28/world/philippines-orders-us-to-leave-
strategic-navy-base-at-subic-bay.html [accessed: 28.01.2021].
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Systemic Challenges

While China is aggressively claiming almost the entire West Philippine Sea, including 
the Philippine Exclusive Economic Zone, the AFP is watching helplessly because it is 
not ready yet to provide any semblance of military deterrence. The Philippines’ ca-
pability to focus on external defence is contingent upon some political, economic, 
social, and security factors. The tug of war between having external defence capa-
bilities and being tasked to perform internal security operations prevents the Phil-
ippine Armed Forces from accomplishing their constitutional mandate of securing 
the territory. 

Political Challenges 

From the political perspective, the Philippines is confronting several systemic chal-
lenges including the weakness of democracy, the dubious and wrong concept of 
public service, and an irresponsible political opposition system. These challenges 
also have a major influence on the Philippine’s military and defence readiness.

The Weakness of the Philippine Democracy. Although democracy is the most 
popular and is considered as the leading political system around the world, its in-
herent weaknesses have been the Philippines’ ‘Achilles’ heel’. The liberal conferment 
of rights to the people without corresponding responsibility and respect for the 
rights of others has created a  lot of tension. Furthermore, the communist move-
ment in the Philippines has been exploiting the freedom to organize and assemble 
which allows them to freely operate in the country. This is alongside their deceitful 
communist scheme aimed at destroying the duly established government. In the 
Philippines, everyone is free to express their thoughts; however, nobody cares about 
their responsibility to respect the rights of others. The enemies of the state use this 
freedom to discredit the government by using false allegations and propaganda 
not only locally but also internationally. Moreover, the Philippine democracy allows 
every citizen who can read and write to run for public office, as manifested by sev-
eral lawmakers in the Congress who are affiliated with the New People’s Army (NPA) 
and the Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP). 

The Distorted Concept of Public Service. Philippine oligarchs are usually elected 
for public offices because they have the resources to support political campaigns; 
however, many of them use their positions to protect their business interests, to ob-
tain influence, and to exploit the poor. In the Philippines, ‘oligarchs’ are few very rich 
businessmen with strong political influence. Although there are some good, sin-
cere, and service-oriented and public officials, many of them are still corrupt, espe-
cially in the law enforcement, the tax administration, the customs administration, 
the public procurement, and public services.4 Because the objectives of the pro-
poor programmes of the government are not in the best interest of the oligarchs, 
these programmes cannot gain momentum. 

4 The Philippines Corruption Report, Gan Business Anti-Corruption Portal, https://www.ganinteg-
rity.com/portal/country-profiles/the-philippines [accessed: 18.01.2021].
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Irresponsible Opposition System. The Philippines holds a Presidential election 
every six years. As the President embarks on his programmes starting day one, the 
opposition party also starts to exert efforts to discredit the incumbent government 
to have a better chance of winning the next election. Although some consider this 
as a ‘checks-and-balances’ mechanism, the six-year demolition job is not helping 
the Philippine government move forward. Instead of working together to improve 
the country, the opposition politicians are pulling the country down by discred-
iting the government in the guise of human rights watchdogs or social develop-
ment advocates. 

Economic Challenges 

Amidst the impact of COVID-19 on the world economy, the overall economic 
foundation of the Philippines has been relatively stable; however, the disparity of 
wealth distribution and the destruction caused by natural calamities hamper a more 
inclusive and sustained economic prosperity. This challenge significantly impacts on 
the Philippine military institution because its modernization programme is highly 
dependent on the economy and a strong economy can alleviate poverty and ease 
down discontent.

Sustained Economic Growth Benefits Only for the Rich. Amidst lingering global 
and local uncertainties, the Philippine economy is poised to grow at 6.4 percent in 
2019 and 6.5 percent in 2020 and 2021.5 Although this projection has slowed down 
due to the impact of COVID-19, the economic growth is still one of the fastest in 
Asia. This growth, however, is seen by many as benefiting only a few oligarchs, as 
seventeen Philippine tycoons and their families are among the wealthiest on the 
planet with an estimated combined fortune of $47.7 billion, or about 14 percent of 
the country’s GDP6, while almost 23 million Filipinos are still living below the poverty 
line. If the disparity of wealth distribution lingers on, the internal security problem 
will continue to haunt the Philippine defence sector. 

Natural Calamities. Due to its location along the ‘Ring of Fire,’ or ‘Typhoon Belt,’ the 
Philippines has been suffering from an inexhaustible number of deadly typhoons, 
earthquakes, volcano eruptions, and other natural disasters.7 The Asian Develop-
ment Bank Institute reports that the socio-economic damage brought by natural 
calamities in the Philippines was about $20 billion with average annual damages 

5 D. Llorito, The Philippines to Sustain Strong Growth amidst Local and Global Uncertainties, The Word 
Bank, 1 April 2019, https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2019/04/01/philippines-
to-sustain-strong-growth-amidst-local-and-global-uncertainties [accessed: 2.02.2021].

6 N.S. Poblador, ‘Income inequality in the Philippines: Do family-owned firms play a moderating 
role?,’ Inquirer.net, 15 July 2019, https://business.inquirer.net/274684/income-inequality-in-the-
philippines-do-family-owned-firms-play-a-moderating-role [accessed: 2.02.2021].

7 J. Wingard, A. Brändlin, ‘Philippines: A  country prone to natural disasters,’ DW Made for 
Minds, 11 October 2019, https://www.dw.com/en/philippines-a-country-prone-to-natural-
disasters/a-17217404 [accessed: 1.02.2021].
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of $1.2 billion.8 This persistent occurrence of natural calamities is one of the Philip-
pines’ hindrances towards sustained development, which has drained the national 
coffers relegating the defence spending to a mere minimum.

Social Challenges 

The Philippines is also confronting several social challenges including the following 
most glaring issues which need immediate intervention: a) poverty and social ine-
quality, b) a lack of formal education, and c) the exodus of Filipinos to become Over-
seas Filipino Workers (OFW). 

Poverty and Social Inequality. According to the ASEAN Trade Union Council, the 
Philippines has the highest rate of economic and social inequality in Southeast Asia, 
which is not only limited to personal wealth, but it also applies to land distribution, 
educational and vocational opportunities, as well as basic welfare programmes.9 
This corroborates the fact that more than 23 million Filipinos are living below the 
poverty line. This disparity of wealth distribution is one of the most potent drivers of 
insurgency, therefore, addressing poverty would also address insurgency.

Education. Another social challenge of the Philippines is education. The number 
of children out of school has reached 2.8 million.10 Although the Philippine literacy 
rate is 97.95 percent, there is still a lot to be done to give millions of Filipino children 
on the fringes their rightful access to quality education. Education is the greatest 
social equalizer and its lack is also one of the drivers of insurgency. In places where 
there is no education, rebels enter the areas to train and recruit these uneducated, 
directionless children.11 

Overseas Filipino Workers. Due to the lack of employment opportunities in the 
country, millions of Filipinos venture to work abroad. The Philippine Central Bank 
reports that personal remittances from overseas Filipinos totalled $33.5 billion 
in 2019.12 These remittances are coming from approximately 12 million Filipinos 
around the world. Although it provides a  badly needed boost to the Philippine 
economy to remain afloat and stable, this phenomenon has negative social impacts 
on the country: a) it weakens the Filipino family as the basic unit of society because 
a high percentage of marriages break up among OFWs; b) it promotes ‘brain-drain’ 

8 S. Jha, A. Martinez, P. Quising, et al, Natural Disasters, Public Spending, and Creative Destruction: 
A Case Study Of The Philippines, ADB Institute, March 2018, https://www.adb.org/sites/default/
files/publication/408351/adbi-wp817.pdf [accessed: 2.02.2021].

9 Closing the Social Inequality Gap in the Philippines, Child Fund International, https://www.
childfund.org/Closing-the-Social-Inequality-Gap-in-the-Philippines/?noredirect=true 
[accessed: 2.02.2021].

10 Education, UNICEF Philippines, https://www.unicef.org/philippines/education [accessed: 
2.02.2021].

11 ‘You Can Help Rescue Child Soldiers in Mindanao,’ Project AK47, 5 October 2012, https://www.
projectak47.com/blog-all-posts/you-can-help-rescue-child-soldiers-in-mindanao [accessed: 
29.03.2021].

12 Overseas Filipino Remittances, Philippine Central Bank, http://www.bsp.gov.ph/statistics/keystat/
ofw.htm [accessed: 18.03.2021].
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as many skilled workers and professionals are lured to leave the country; and c) it 
makes OFWs susceptible to physical, financial and sexual abuse, especially those 
working as housekeepers.

Security Challenges

There are two major challenges in the Philippine security sector. The first of them are 
the persistent threats from the communist insurgency and Islamic extremism, the 
second is the stagnated modernization of the AFP due to insurgency, fiscal control 
of the Congress, and the restrictions of the Constitution. 

The Philippine Communist Insurgency. The Communist Party of the Philippines 
(CPP) was organized by Jose Maria Sison on 26 December 1968.13 Sison subsequently 
allied with Bernabe Buscayno to organize the New People’s Army (NPA) on 29 March 
1969, which established the armed component of the movement.14 The CPP/NPA 
aims at replacing the current economic and political order in the Philippines with 
a socialist system, and its main function is to wage a protracted people’s war to de-
stroy the Philippine government.15 From its highest strength of 25,200 in 1987, in-
surgent numbers fell to 11,920 in 1992.16 In December 2019, the number dropped 
more significantly to 3,789.17 Although the insurgency trend has noticeably gone 
downwards, the CPP/NPA remains to be a major security challenge for the Philip-
pines, hampering the country’s stable economic development. 

Islamic Extremism. Another security challenge that haunts the Philippines is Is-
lamic violent extremism. In 2017, the Abu Sayyaf Group and other local terrorist 
groups aligned themselves with ISIS and attempted to establish a caliphate in the 
city of Marawi, the only Islamic city in the Philippines. The government defeated 
them after five months of fierce fighting which killed more than a  thousand ter-
rorists, including 32 identified foreign fighters. Although the Philippine military de-
feated the terrorists in Marawi, terrorism continues to thrive in the country as there 
are still sleeper cells identified all over the Philippines,18 posing a serious security 
challenge to the country.

13 L. Suerte, ‘Philippines 2010 and Beyond: The Need for Institutional Peace-Building,’ Shedden 
Papers, Centre for Defence and Strategic Studies Australian Defence College, 2010, p.  7, https://
www.defence.gov.au/ADC/Publications/Shedden/2010/Publctns_ShedPaper_100924_
Philippines2010andBeyond.pdf [accessed: 2.02.2021].

14 Ibidem.
15 F. Domingo, ‘Explaining the Sustainability of the Communist Party of the Philippines-New 

People’s Army,’ Small Wars Journal, https://smallwarsjournal.com/jrnl/art/explaining-the-
sustainability-of-the-communist-party-of-the-philippines-new-people%E2%80%99s-army [ac-
cessed: 9.10.2019].

16 L. Suerte, ‘Philippines 2010..., p. 8.
17 NPA Strength, National Threat Situation Update from the Philippine Army Intelligence Regiment, 

Philippine Army, 15 January 2020.
18 Marawi Campaign Briefing, Office of the Commanding General, Philippine Army, 15 December 

2018.
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Military Modernization. To address the emerging security threats to the country, 
the Philippines needs to modernize its armed forces. The AFP force structure stag-
nated after more than 52 years of fighting the communist insurgents. To shift its role 
from counterinsurgency to territorial defence, the AFP needs to modernize, over-
haul its force structure, and improve its readiness, all of which needs a considerable 
amount of additional funds. This fund requirement would certainly create intense 
tension between the AFP and the Congress, considering that there is a  constitu-
tional restriction on defence spending, which states that the defence spending shall 
never exceed that of education because the Philippine Constitution requires that 
education should be the top priority in the budget.19 Military modernization is also 
restricted by the current average defence spending of 1% of the Philippine GDP due 
to national policy of prioritizing other equally important concerns such as poverty, 
infrastructure, social services, education, mitigation of the impact of natural calam-
ities, and currently, the onslaught of the COVID19 pandemic, which needs a consid-
erable amount of funds.

Conclusion

Almost twenty years after the 9/11 attacks, the Philippine military is still struggling 
to shift its focus towards external defence, while China is flexing its muscles to ag-
gressively claim almost all of the West Philippine Sea. The political, economic, social, 
and security landscapes in the Philippines have significantly influenced this laggard 
shift of the Philippine Armed Forces from internal security towards external defence. 
While it is true that some of these challenges have merely a second-order effect on 
the problem, failure to address them effectively would continue to pull the AFP’s at-
tention towards internal security functions. It is also obvious that the economic, po-
litical, social and security dynamics are evidently interconnected as they overlap in 
several issues. 

Among these major challenges, the economic dilemma of the Philippines has 
proven to be the most influential as almost everything boils down to economics. 
A  strong economic standing could address poverty, unemployment, social in-
equality, and discontent, which are the main drivers of insurgency. In the same 
manner, a  robust economy would provide resources for the military moderniza-
tion programme which could capacitate the AFP in performing its task of providing 
a modest but effective deterrent posture against probable external aggressors. Al-
though various other factors may affect military strength, ‘the vast majority of inter-
national relations studies and defence analyses assumes that military power is a di-
rect product of material resources, often measured in terms of the size of a state’s 
defence budget, military forces, or gross domestic product (GDP).’20

19 F. Mangosing, ‘Defense budget needs 2% of GDP to be at par with Asean – military,’ Inquirer.net, 
27 November 2019, https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/1187019/defense-budget-needs-2-of-gdp-
to-be-at-par-with-asean-military#ixzz6og0PrWTS [accessed: 10.03.2021].

20 M. Beckley, ‘Economic Development and Military Effectiveness,’ The Journal of Strategic Studies 
2010, p. 1, DOI: 10.1080/01402391003603581.
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Figure 1. AFP’s Shift to External Defence Framework

While other factors are equally important, the Author believes that the Philip-
pine leadership should focus more on strengthening, revitalizing, and maximizing 
its economic potential to allow the government to slowly address various chal-
lenges. Considering that economic prosperity cannot be achieved overnight, espe-
cially in the aftermath of the COVID 19 pandemic, the AFP’s goal of transitioning to-
wards external defence is expected to stagnate for some time, and the Philippine 
defence sector will continue its painful and sluggish journey towards external de-
fence.
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Bolesna i krwawa droga Filipin do bezpieczeństwa 
Streszczenie
Po uzyskaniu niepodległości w 1946 r. Filipiny pozostawały przez wiele dziesięcioleci 
wiernym sojusznikiem Stanów Zjednoczonych. Kryzys w stosunkach obu państw na-
stąpił na początku lat 90. XX wieku, gdy decyzją parlamentu filipińskiego Stany Zjed-
noczone musiały zamknąć bazę morską w Subic Bay. W dwadzieścia lat po zamachu na 
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Centrum Handlu Światowego i ponownym uregulowaniu stosunków ze Stanami Zjed-
noczonymi w 2014 r., Filipiny nadal nie są krajem bezpiecznym. Agresywna polityka Chin 
wobec państw leżących w basenie Morza Południowochińskiego  wyznacza strategiczne 
kierunki rozwoju systemu bezpieczeństwa Filipin. Równolegle rząd zmaga się z istotnymi 
zagrożeniami bezpieczeństwa ze strony islamskich grup ekstremistycznych, partyzantki 
komunistycznej, a także biedą, znacznymi nierównościami społecznymi czy masową emi-
gracją zarobkową Filipińczyków.
Słowa kluczowe: Filipiny, wojna domowa, modernizacja, bezpieczeństwo, ekstremizm, 
islam, komunistyczna partyzantka

The Philippines’ Painful and Sluggish Journey Towards External 
Defence 
Abstract
During the 9/11 attacks, the Philippine defence sector was already experiencing capabi-
lity drawbacks as it had been a decade since the United States Military left the country. 
The Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) were having problems sustaining itself due to 
many systemic challenges as it tried hard to stand on its own after so many years of de-
pendence on the United States. After another decade, the improvement in the Philip-
pine defence sector is not significant, especially in the AFP’s external defence capabili-
ties, while China is aggressively claiming almost the entire West Philippine Sea, including 
the Philippine Exclusive Economic Zone. The AFP is watching helplessly, not yet ready 
to provide any semblance of military deterrence. The Philippines’ capability to focus on 
external defence is contingent upon some systemic challenges including political, eco-
nomic, social, and security predicaments. The tug of war between having external de-
fence capabilities and being tasked to perform internal security operations prevents the 
Philippine Armed Forces from accomplishing its constitutional mandate of securing the 
territory and deter external aggressors. Among the major systemic challenges, the Phi-
lippine economic dilemma has proven to be the most influential as almost everything 
boils down to economics. A strong economic standing could address poverty, unemploy-
ment, social inequality, and discontent, which are the main drivers of insurgency. In the 
same manner, a  robust economy could provide resources for a  military modernization 
programme which would capacitate the AFP in performing its task of providing a modest 
but effective deterrent posture against a probable external antagonist. Hence, the Author 
is leaning on recommending that the Philippine leadership should focus more on streng-
thening, revitalizing, and maximizing its economic potential to allow the government to 
slowly address various systemic challenges.
Key words: Philippines, AFP, Social, Political, Economic, Security, Modernization, External 
Defence, Internal Security

Der schmerzhafte und stockende Weg der Philippinen zur 
territorialen Verteidigung
Zusammenfassung
Während der Anschläge vom 11. September war der Verteidigungssektor der Philippinen 
bereits mit Kapazitätsschwierigkeiten konfrontiert, nachdem das US-Militär das Land be-
reits ein Jahrzehnt zuvor verlassen hatte. Die Armee der Philippinen (AFP) hatte aufgrund 
zahlreicher systemisch bedingter Herausforderungen mit Erhaltungsschwierigkeiten zu 
kämpfen, da man nach langjähriger Abhängigkeit von den Vereinigten Staaten darum 
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bemüht war, selbstständig zu funktionieren. Ein weiteres Jahrzehnt später hat sich der 
Verteidigungssektor in den Philippinen nicht wesentlich erholt (insbesondere bezüglich 
der Verteidigungskapazitäten der AFP nach außen), während China aggressiv Anspruch 
auf fast das komplette Südchinesische Meer erhebt, einschließlich der ausschließlichen 
Wirtschaftszone der Philippinen. Die AFP schaut hilflos zu und ist noch nicht in der Lage, 
auch nur den Hauch eines militärischen Abschreckungsmanövers zu fahren. Die Fähigkeit 
der Philippinen, sich auf die Territorialverteidigung zu konzentrieren, wird durch systemi-
sche Herausforderungen bedingt, darunter u.a. politische, wirtschaftliche, gesellschaft-
liche und sicherheitsrelevante Zwangslagen. Das Tauziehen zwischen territorialen Vertei-
digungskapazitäten und der Beauftragung mit internen Sicherheitsoperationen macht 
es der philippinischen Armee unmöglich, ihr verfassungsrechtliches Mandat auszuüben 
und damit das Staatsgebiet zu schützen und fremde Aggressoren abzuschrecken. Unter 
den wichtigsten systemrelevanten Herausforderungen hat sich das wirtschaftliche Di-
lemma der Philippinen als zentrales Problem erwiesen, da fast alles auf die Wirtschaft hin-
ausläuft. Eine stabile Wirtschaftslage könnte Armut, Arbeitslosigkeit, soziale Ungleichheit 
und Unzufriedenheit eindämmen, die als wichtigste Antriebskräfte für Aufstandsbewe-
gungen gelten. Ebenso würde eine robuste Wirtschaft die Ressourcen für ein Modernisie-
rungsprogramm der Armee bereitstellen, um die AFP in die Lage zu versetzen, die von ihr 
erwartete maßvolle, aber effektive abschreckende Haltung gegen mutmaßliche externe 
Feinde einzunehmen. Deshalb empfiehlt der Autor der philippinischen Führung, sich in-
tensiver auf die Stärkung, Revitalisierung und Maximierung des Wirtschaftspotenzials des 
Landes zu konzentrieren, damit die Regierung die verschiedenen systemrelevanten Her-
ausforderung der Reihe nach angehen kannie für die Region und gibt Empfehlungen für 
die zukünftige Strategieplanung.
Schlüsselwörter: Philippinen, AFP, gesellschaftlich, politisch, wirtschaftlich, Sicherheit, 
Modernisierung, externe Verteidigung, interne Sicherheit

Долгий и кровавый путь Филиппин к созданию системы 
безопасности 
Резюме
После обретения независимости в 1946 году Филиппины, на протяжении многих де-
сятилетий, оставались верным союзником Соединенных Штатов. Кризис в отноше-
ниях двух государств произошел в начале 90-х годов XX века, когда решением фи-
липпинского парламента США пришлось закрыть военно-морскую базу в Субик-Бей. 
Спустя двадцать лет после нападения на Всемирный торговый центр и после возоб-
новления отношений с Соединенными Штатами в 2014 году, Филиппины по-преж-
нему не являются безопасной страной. Агрессивная политика Китая в отношении го-
сударств бассейна Южно-Китайского моря, определяет стратегические направления 
развития системы безопасности Филиппин. Сегодня правительство Филиппин стал-
кивается с серьезными угрозами безопасности со стороны исламских экстремист-
ских группировок, коммунистических партизан, а также ведет борьбу с бедностью, 
социальным неравенством и массовой эмиграцией филиппинцев.
Ключевые слова: Филиппины, гражданская война, модернизация, безопасность, 
экстремизм, ислам, коммунистические партизаны




